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BG Docs It Again

TU vs. n
Game At
TV Tonight

Senate Has
Heavy Slate

/Zee Qee

New Rulings
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Wednesday. February 23. 1949

33rd Year

Kane To Direct Hamlet Show
Whitford Kane, one of America's foremost character actors,
will direct and appear in the Bowling Green State University Theatre presentation of "Hamlet" for
five days beginning April 26.

CHARLIE SHARE tip. another on. in for BCSU.
Recent publicity on Bowline Green', top-ranking uteri include!
« full paee color spread of "Pe.nul." Long In the Toledo Sunday Blade.
Picture, and .torie. of other players accompanied the picture.

Speech Tourney
Will Be Friday
BGSU will be the scene of the
Northwestern Ohio High School
District Speech Tournament Saturday, Feb. 26.
Area hig'.i schools will participate in debate, oratory, and individual contests.
Bowling Green university students will judge the events. Harold Mikle and Ralph Mead are
in charge of making arrangements
for the tournament.
The Administration Bldg. has
been tentatively scheduled as the
place where the contests will take
place.

TU Bus Chartered
The Booster Club it sponsoring a but for students planning
to attend the Toledo- BG basketball game at the Toledo
Sport. Arena, Tuesday, March
1.
Bui ticket will cost $1.15
round trip and may be secured
from the Booster Club representatives at the various dormitories on campus.
The bus will leave from the
bus station at the Four Corners, go to the Arena, and return after the game. Tickets
for the game must be secured
by the students from the Athletic Office. The time the bus
leaves will bo announced later.
All women must return to
BC by midnight.

ROTC Officers Meet

The production will mark Mr.
Kane's first appearance at an Ohio
University and his 23rd portrayal of the first grave digger's role
in the play. Dr. Elden T. Smith,
theatre director, said in making
the announcement

• • •

Born in Ireland, Mr. Kane has
been in such Americnn movies at
"Tenth Avenue Angel," "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir." the recent
"The Walls of Jericho," with Cornel Wilde and Linda Darnell, and
the soon to be released "The Judge
Steps Out."
Chief among his stage productions are "Midsummer Night's
Dream," Henrik Ibsen's "The Wild
Duck," and Sean O'Casey's "Juno
and the Paycock," all of which he
directed, and "The Pigeon" by
John Galsworthy.
He worked
with John Barrymore in early productions of "Hamlet."
At Bowling Green, Mr. Kane
will offer a series of public lectures on various aspects of the
theatre.

INTERPRETING MILITARY maps are Lt. Col. James Miller and
Platoon Sgt. Robert Scott, both of the local ROTC Unit.
.lames I. Miller, a junior majoring in finance, is the newly appointed Cadet Lt. Col. and Battalion Commander of the
University's Reserve Officers Training Corps Battalion.
The appointment was recommended by Col. William C.
Lucas along with 36 other Cadet Officer appointments. Final
approval was given by President Prout.
The new battalion commander
is enrolled in the advanced Held
artillery course. He served during the war as a Staff Sergeant in
the Infantry and was awarded the
Purple Heart and Bronze Star
^ ♦ ♦
medals.
Other Cadet Officer appointments made were Carlton P. Devenport. Cadet Major and Battalion
Executive Officer; and Arthur F.
Miller, Cadet Major and Battalion
Operations Officer.
Those appointed to Cadet CapApplications for next year's taincies were Robert E. KcnncKey Editor lire now being accept- baum, Harry J. Brockmnn, Louis
ed in the journalism office accord- J. Summey, Robert II. Vorcch,
ing to Prof. Jesse Currier, chair- David J. Hole, Louis A. Dalgneau,
man of the Journalism Dept.
and James O. Simpson.
For those who are interested,
Cadet First Lieutenants asmore complete information can be signed were John J. Balogach, Edfound on the Bulletin in 315A.
ward H. Effertz, Lylc C. Berner,
Applications nre being acceptPhilip K. Bridgham, Robert J.
ed from seniors having a 2.0 averRcifert, and Ivan Stearns.
age or better und all applications
Cadet Second Lieutenants will
must be in no later than Tuesday,
be Paul W. Roehkc. Raymond G.
March 1. Final appointment will Renncbaum, Gordon E. Fitzgerald,
be made by the Publications Com- Raymond J. Finucnn, Richard W.
mittee on Friday, March 4.
Moore, and James R. Enright.
Applicants will be judged on
John C. Miller will be the batexperience with the Key and any
talion's Sergeant Major and Claire
other school or professional pub- M. Stewart, Jr. was made Batnllication they might have worked
lion Supply Sergeant.
with.
First Sergeants uppointed were
Bernard D. Wheeler, Thomas
The appointment is being made
Beech, and Raymond J. Florian.
early this year so that spring activities will not be neglected. Ap- Ten platoon sergcunts were appointed.
They arc George II.
plications for Business Manager
Barrows, Jr., Robert Scott, Edof next year's Key will be acceptward G. Pierson, Theodore A.
ed at a later date.
Sadowski, Eugene K. Waldsmith,
Louis Haubner, Jr., William I.
Follas, Robert V. Stamper, Frederick E. Steger, and Richard L.
Schanbarger.

Everyman To Be

Pipe
Rules Ch ange
ira Kiiies
ipC Award

Friday Night

A new agreement has just been
put into effect concerning the
"Peace Pipe."

Donald Strcibig, BGSU graduate student, will direct the play,
"Everyman" for the Feb. 25 and
26 presentations in the Rec Hall.
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
Starring in the title role in the
morality play is Sidney Freeman.
Others in the cast are: William
Sherman, Eileen Collier, Thomas
Durbin, Robert Parks. Phyllis
Wolf, Holland Kocnitzer, Joanne
Nielsen, Evelyn Gronberg, Miriam
Johnson, Emily Barley, Charles
Fasnaugh, Rosamond Pratt, and
El line Fruchey.
The play will be presented in
a semi-arena styie, similar to the
style used for the three one-act
plays earlier this season. Seating
capacity for each of the two evenings will be 300 persons.
"Everyman" is said to be not
only a religious pageant, but a
forceful drama as well.

Walsh Directs
John Loves Mary
The third major production of
the University Players will be the
Broadway hit play, John Loves
Mary, written by Norman Krasna.
It will be directed by Frederick
Walsh, associate professor in the
Speech Dept.
The play reaches farcical proportions when the boy meets girl,
boy loses girl, boy gets girl theme
reaches a peak.
The boy, Bill
Prentice, and the girl, Jean McGlathery, finally get straightened
out emotionally with the help of
Mr. Walsh and playwright Krasna.
John's friend Fred, Senator McKinley, and General Biddle don't
do much to alleviate the woes that
befall John and Mary.
The play is scheduled for March
2, S, 4, and 5 at 8:16 p.m. in the
University Auditorium.
Tickets
are 5 cents with Ac card. Faculty
and townspeople may purchase
tickets for 60 cents. The box office will be open Feb. 28 to March
6 from 10 to 12 a.m. and 1 to 4
p.m.

TU-BG Game
The Bowling Green-University of Toledo Basketball Game
will be broadcast tonight at the
Commons. The admission
charge is 18 cants.

Since there will be two games
played this year, the officers of
the sponsoring organizations, the
University Press Club of Bowling
Green and the Toledo University
chapter of Alpha Phi Gamma, national journalism honorary, have
agreed that beginning this year
the team in possession of the
trophy will defend it at the game
which is played on its home court.
This means that Bowling Green,
since it now has possession of the
trophy due to its win over Toledo
last year, will defend it at the
Sports Arena on Tuesday, March
1, since the game at the Arena is
considered Bowling Green's home
game. The outcome of the game
tonight, which will be played at
the TU fieldhouse, will therefore
have no effect on this year's Peace
Pipe award.
The Peace Pipe Trophy will be
awarded to the winner of the Toledo-B o w 1 i n g Green basketball
game of March !, at the Toledo
Sports Arena. This huge replica
of an Indian Peace Pipe symbolizes the basketball rivalry between
the two universities and is given
annually to the winner of this
game.
The University established the
trophy last year. A Toledoan, L.
H. Simon, made the pipe by hand
and donated it.
The University Press Club, said
John Dyer, chairman of the committee on arrangements, will give
an Indian pageant at half time in
the Sports Arena.
Bee Gee won a hotly contested
game last year and now possesses
the trophy. It is on display in the
trophy case of the Men's Gym.

Concert Here
Wednesday
Accordionist-composer G a 11 a Rini will appear in a concert Wednesday evening, March 9, at 8 in
the Senior High School Auditorium. Tickets are on sale at the
Centre Drug Store. Student tickets are $1.
The program will include the
"Largo" from Galla-Rini's own
concerto, and works by Wagner,
Chopin, Bach, Rachmaninoff, Lecuona, and Sibelius.
Galla-Rini is en route from New
York, where he appeared in Town
Hall, to his home in California.

• * *

AWS Will E/ecr
New Member
A frcshmun class representative
will be elected to the Legislative
Board of the Association of Women Students.
Any freshman woman is eligible
to apply for the position. First
step in applying for the job is to
fill out an application in Dean
Audrey K. Wilder's Office.
Applications can be obtained
tomorrow, Friday, and up to
Thursday, March 3.
March 3, applicants must appear before the Legislative Board
at 7:30 in Dean Wilder's Office,

Two Colleges
On Tour List
Five Graduate School faculty
members have been invited to visit
Baldwin-Wallace and Oberlin Colleges Friday.
Receiving invitations . from
Oberlin and B-W presidents are:
Dr. Grover Platt, Dr. J. E. Wenrich, Prof. Fred Walsh, Prof. L.
A. Helms, and Dr. Emerson Shuck.
The forthcoming exchange of
ideas between BGSU and the
above-named schools is a part of
President Truman's national education policy.

Key Editor

To Be Named

'49 Key To Be
10

Larger

The 1949 Key, 10 per cent
larger than last year's edition of
the year book, is slowly beginning
to take shape in the form of galley and page proofs, plans for
cover designs and sectional fillers.

• * •

One-Act Play To Open
Tonight In Auditorium
The second in a series of oneact bills will be presented by the
Workshop Players in the PA Auditorium Wednesday, Feb. 23, at 8.
p.m.
The plays to be given will include "The Unsatisfactory Supper" by Tennessee Williams, "The
Bathroom Door" by Gertrude Jennings, and "A March Wind" by
Alice Brown.
This program will bring the total number of one-acts by the
Players this year to eight. The
club has set ten plays as a final
goal for the year's activities, and
the remaining two will be given

Take Effect
Applications will be received by
Student Senate for membership
on the Student Activities Fee
Committee. One junior student is
needed to fill the vacancy left by
the withdrawal of Don Prittie
from the University.
Blanks may be obtained in
217A, fillod out, and returned
there by anyone interested.
Senate Pres. Barbara Provost
has temporarily appointed Jim
Gateway to till the position until
there arc applicants to choose
from.

after the last major production of
the University Theater.
"The Unsatisfactory Supper"
cast includes Nancy Kubitz, Ben
Jenkins, and Eiana Totter.
Dick Lenhart will direct "The
Bathroom Door."
Cast will include Dick Doll,
Emily Bazley, Jud Ellertson, Natalie Woodin, Pat Boiler, and James
Limbacher.
Colette Moran is the director of
"A March Wind" and she has
chosen as the members of her cast,
Isabel Mann, Sal Gnidice, Jerri
Jennings, and Wayne Riley.
Admission to the program is
free to students and the general
public.

Mitzi Peterson
Places Third
Mitzi Peterson placed third in
original oratory at the Women's
State Individual Contest at Baldwin-Wallace College Feb. 18.
Her subject was, "The International Poker Game."
Placing
first and second in the contest
were representatives from Ohio
Wesleyan and Ohio University
respectively.
Other Bowling Green contestants were Pat Swineford, extempore, and Kay Cherry, interpretative reading. Also attending the
contest were Pat Mann, speech instructor, and Debate Coach Harold Mikle.
Mr. Mikle announces that the
local debate squad's next debate
will be Feb. 26-26 in Columbus.
Representing BGSU will be Carl
Silver and Aris (Bob) Mallas on
the affirmative. Louis Fernandez
and George Maragakes will form
the negative team.
Nineteen colleges have entered
the Men's State Debate tournament at Capital University. Bowling Green's team will participate
in 12 debates.

SPRING Keep - Off - The - Grass
campaign will be sponsored by the
service f ratOI nily, Alpha Phi Omega, this year.
Louis Daigncau
was designated as general chair1
man In Monday ! meeting of Senate.
Semite gave official approval of
Cadeuceus' Clnb plan to join Alpha Epsilon Delta, national honorary for pre-medical students.
The local group until this time
was open to all pre-med students
without Special grade requirements. Requirements for belonging to the national chapter when
it is brought to campus will include having an academic average
of 2.8 and being elected into the
organization by the other members.
U-A Prom tickets have gone
off sale till March 1, but may be
obtained In the Well for a few
days at that time, says Jim Epps,
chairman of the ticket committee.
He also said that almost half of
the 600 available tickets have already been sold.

• • •

SENATE VOTED to raise from
II cents per mile to 6W cents per
mile the amount paid to the driver
for the Student Union Advisory
Committee when it makes trips to
other universities to study their
Student Union facilities.
Nels Alexander, chairman of
this committee, says that the committee was very pleased by the
way they were received at Case
Institute of Technology last Saturday.
He also said that they
were able to obtain a great many
constructive ideas from inspecting
the new building at Case.

'Pi' Week To Be
Next Week
Pi Kuppa Alpha fraternity will
hold its annual "Pi Week" festivities next week.
Beginning
with a faculty tea Sunday from :i
to 5 p.m. nt the PiKap house, the
week's uctivities include the presentation of pies and serenading
to all sororities and women's dormitories on Monday evening and
the annual Founder's Day Banquet at 6 p.m. ut the Mid-Way on
Wednesday.
Thursday the pic-eating contest
will be held at 7 p.m. in the Women's Bldg. After a closed party
for PiKA Friday evening, the
semi-formal Dream Girl dance
will conclude Pi Week festivities
at 9 p.m. Saturday in the Women's
Bldg. The 1919 Dreum Girl of
PiKA will be presented at the
dance, for which Johnny Reemsnyder's orchestra will play.

VA Announces
New Ruling
Information received at the
Veterans Administration in Cleveland effective Jan. 14, 1949 indicates that marriage evidence anil
birth evidence will not be effective until the date it is received
by the VA in the Veterans Office.
217A.
It is not retroactive to
the date of the event.
VA will accept a certified copy
of the birth certificate; a notarized statement from the doctor in
attendance at birth listing parents' names, date of birth of the
child, and place of birth; or a
notarized statement signed by two
disinterested persons giving their
ages, showing the date and place
of child's birth, names of parents,
and stating the source of knowledge.

Keep Oil The Mud
Walking on any campus lawn
ii prohibited during the fall,
winter, spring, or summer, the
Student Court announces.
Walking on any csmpus lawn
will result in a $1 to $5 fin*.

Dire Consequences

°

P **•*•"*■

oid TU hea had iu day.

Joan Of Lorraine

Bowling Green's on the way . . .

By Warren Ransler

KINGS AND QUEENS:
Business once again slack for jewelers and
Dire—bright spot of the week from George lames
to Jean Felix—and the middle aisle trip for grad
Betty Lange and Gord Domeck, to be In June—
the same for Pat Buckley and grad Norm Huffman of tooth repair fame . . . glittering gilts for
Betty Lou Lorenz from Dick Fawley of Cincinnati
. . . pinning of the week—Dick Greenawalt
pinned "Tiny" Schroeder late Sunday eve in
recently engaged Charlie Hague's car, which,
according to unreliable Information, (the car) has
seen two engagements, a wedding, and three
pinnlngs . . . and an engagement—Fran Weisman to ex-Bee Gee-esser Norm Nehamkln . . .
POME:
I think that I ■hall never »••
a girl refuse a drink that's free.
A girl with hungry eyes not fixed
upon a drink that's being mixed.
A girl who doesn't always wear
a lot of Junk to match her hair.
But girls are loved by guys like me.
for who in hell would lass a tree.
—Contribution from ex-Bee Gee
Dora Terblsan—
PRAISE AND SUCH:
Bucket o' suds and cartons of tobacco flowers
to the student body for their well behaved actions at most events and games—whether motivated by Intelligence or inattention it's generally
acknowledged to be "par excellence" . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE:
Stepping down the walk In front of Williams
(campus home) attired In brown suit with matching accessories complete with friend—Katie
Smith—ellck chick of the week . . .
DJRE'S IRE:
To Dire—ashes In the coffee—for giving the
wrong guy the Ire last week and even spelling
his name wrong—Herb HEYL Is not the main
culprit—it was his red-headed friend, name unavailable at this time, who had the most decorations from the Alpha Xi dance . ..
INTERESTING ITEM SECTION:
The Peace Pipe will presented this year at the
March 1 game to the winner of that game—
henceforth when more than one game is played,
the holder of the trophy will defend it on his
home floor—in this case the Sports Arena . . .
MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
Anita Colussl pinned to Bob Sullivan of WRSM
sportcasting note . . . loan Shaw, ex-Bowling
Green engaged to John Gillesple . . . and a pin
from Bob Scoon, Wlttenburg, to llona Pohlod . . .
engagement belated—Dick Dunn ringed Luella
Kltnect . . . Georgia Hill pinned to Robert Helghberger . . .
PASS:
All year we sit In class like
this,
but
when it comes exam time, wetrytositllkethis . . .

"Joan of Lorraine" played before a capacity crowd last week
at the Bloomdale High School.
Numerous curtain calls after the
opening show at the local high
school, proved that Director
Robert Richey had produced a surprise hit.
This play within a play presents both the problems of a director and the main events in the life
of Joan of Lorraine.
The cast played their difficult
roles with such marvelous skill
and insight that the audience was
kept tuned to every delicate mood
of the play.
Helen Tsarones us the Maid of
Orleans gave her role a depth of
feeling seldom seen in amateur
productions.
The audience was
warmed by her performance as the
courageous girl who stood alone
ugainst greed and corruption.
Ernest Capron interpreted the
role of the director and inquisitor
very well.
Richard Hoffman as the Dauphin, amazed the crowd with his
immense vitality. One often wondered how his voice held up untier
the strain of his exacting role.
His every action added to the impression of the Dauphin as the
greedy and unworthy head of
France.
Dor Miller ably portrayed the
harsh and haughty Bishop of Cauchon.
Bob Taylor doubled expertly as
Jean, the pompous brother of Joan
in the first act and as Charticr in
the last scene of the second act.
The lighting by David Thompson and Charles Green showed
how good lighting can create the
varying moods of the drama.
This production was stased for
the Community Drama Service
and was the first road show to
be produced by the University
Theatre.
The last performance of the
current run will be given this Friday evening at Norwalk High
School.
However, if the present interest remains high and a suitable
date can be booked, the play will
be presented at the University.
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Listen to those babbling idiots
babble I It sounds like a bunch
of delegates arguing over the veto
power of Russia in a United Nations session. Either that, or the
old tower of Babel simile. And
it's right here on this campus.
It's getting so it takes a noted
linguist to interpret the variety of
languages that are in style today.
First, there's the puckered lips
with tongue placed over the bottom teeth accent, where one must
assume the sad sack look of intelligence and punctuate each sentence with an enlightening "Uh."
Then there's the talking
through the nose variety. To say
nothing of the lisping geniuses
who sound as though they needed
all the speech correction courses
offered in the Bee Gee curriculum
and then some.
There are all kinds of hybrids
and mediums of these dialects.
Thers are some which are completely individualistic and quite
different Seriously, this thing is
getting out of hand. After all,
how elthe can knowledge be displayed if not by thpeaking correctly?
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This year's membership drive Is now in full
operation. The president, Jo Ann Palley, expects
the present membership to be doubled by the
end of the semester.
When asked some of the more current questions concerning WIS, Miss Palley answered,
"WIS has no intention or desire whatsoever to
go "Greek" ... We feel it our duty to represent

per year limit 2

even the "independent" Independents on campus who have never joined our group . . . ©indues are negligible . . . Anyone who wishes to
become a member need only submit her name at

1 poln per year limit 2

Student Union

I poln

per year limit 2

Guest Artist Committee

1 ooin per year lla lit 2

Student Employment Committee

1 poln per year lirr ill 2

A unique part of the WIS constitution is its
membership clause. Any woman who Is not
affiliated with a sorority may join the organization. No one is disqualified because o,' race,
creed, or point average.

,

Workshop Players

Athletic Commute.

only)

1

Theta Alpha Phi

Election Commute.

at BGSU, who for whatever reason are nonsorority, the opportunity to participate in normal
college life; its elections, traditions, social functions, and house fellowship.

1

Each
JuitlC.
5
2

rlause In Peace Pipe legislation. Hereailer the
winner of the Pipe will defend the award the following year on their home floor.

The Women's Independent Society is s-eeking
a seat on Student Senate under the new constitution revision plan. If they are successful, they
will theoretically represent the thousand or more
independent women In college.
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Although Bowling Green has completely
dominated the athletic contests during this past
year, there Is no reason to believe that it will
continue this domination forever.
Even after
certain sports writers on the Toledo Blade wipe
the big tears from their eyes, they will admit that
the Rockets do have a chance In both of these
games.
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which is now held by BG. will be presented to
the winner of this game.

Arrangements were made Monday for a new

20

Orchestra

Tuesday night's game will be the "Peace
Pipe" game which was inaugurated last year
through the cotnbined efforts of the student, of
Bowling Green and Toledo. The "Peace Pipe,"

1

Int.rfral.mlty- Council

When these two schools resumed relations
last February there were numerous people of
the opinion that It would not
'a8' *3ecaus- °' wncrt had hapP»^ In the past. As we all
know, everything has gone
along smoothly and there is
no reason to believe that any
trouble will occur In the future.

J

Gamma Th.la Upailon

Tonight and next Tuesday night Bowling
Green University and Toledo University face
each other on the hardwoods. The game tonight
will be played at the Toledo University field
house and the game Tuesday night, which is
considered a home game for BG, will be contested at the Toledo Sports Arena.
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Latest political power move by the fairer sex
has been In the direction of Student Senate con-

•MM

l.» ems.

Debate

Rating o| Proficiency in PiKD

Rating ol Fraternity In PiKD

trol. Women are asking three Individual Senate
representatives for the Association of Women
Students, Shatzel, and Williams Halls.
They

Drama

Major role, in 6 major production.. Major and minor roles to equal 6. 6
crew headships or a combination of the above.

Major roles In 3 major productions. Major role plus
minor roles to equal 3, 3
crew headships.

Music

Pre. A Cappella Choir
Pre. Man's Glee Club
(Plus o.her work field o|
music)

Bus. Mar. A Cappella Choir
Bus. Mgr Men's Glee Club
(Plus other work field ot
music)

Publications

Editor. ln-Chi.l
Bee Ge. New.
Key

Business Manager
Bee GH New.
Ksy
Freeh Handbook Editor
Student Directory Editor
Eyas (Editor)

Interpretation
By Janet Dunion

I,

Man's Glee Club

Scholar, kip

Nitioruil Advertising Service, Inc.
CtUtu WssssMsrS RsSrae ntlim

1st*

Oreasdsanoe

Language Expert
■CPMIVNTKO FO« K»HON»L UVWIIIIMO •»

Rocket Qame. foHifUt...

(SUBJECT TO CHANGE)

Sigma PI Rho.

Dear Editor:
The interesting feature, "Life
Is Never Tedious For Women At
Kohl Hall," contained a paragraph
which might give doting mothers
and fathers'a severe shock. I refer to the comments on the freshman women who don't buy cigarettes but merely walk in the smoker and inhale deeply.
The parents who warned their
girls away from the Demon Nicotine will get the impression that,
while obeying the letter of the
law, their daughters are gaily
breaking the spirit of it. Moreover, this does not portray the
true studious atmosphere of the
women's dorms, where the great
percentage avoid cards and smoker habits.
In conclusion, the reference to
a cigarette hangover in your "TZone" could have been omitted.
Who wants to smoke Camels?
.Irani' M. Vockc

BEE QBE MEWS Wednesday. February 23, 1949
Views And Opinions
Paqe S

Point System For Pick And Pen

rou

Athletic.

3 letters In Major Sporti 1...
Baikelball
Football
Tennis
Baseball
Swimming
Wrestling
Oolf
Track

Sigma Delta PI (Membership)
1 letter In Moor Sport, I.e.
same as listed under
"Major"

Social-Religtout

Pre.. SCF (20 pis.)
(Plus other works equal
major)
Pre. Student Senate
lunlor Class Pre*.
Senior Class Free.
Accumulation of points to
equal 30 In offices held In
other organisations.

Chairman Social Committee
Chief Justl os-Student Court
Freshman :iass Pros.
Soph. Cla. ■ Pros.
Newman C ub PTM.

1. Applicant must be In upper 35% of his Senior Class in point average based
upon average of lunlor year. (Present time 2.5 or belter)
2. Good moral character.
3. One major and one minor at last In one of the five listed fields. The major
and minor must be in dlffewnt Held.
«. Other geaeral requUwnents as listed by the "Pick and fen" osestlnittoa.

desire a clause legalizing these representatives
included In the revised Senate constitution.
Already AWS has three members of Its legislative assembly sitting on Senate. But AWS wants
a fourth.
We wholeheartedly agree with the AWS contention that independent women living in sorority
houses
x,VVS

may

not

be

repre-

sented by any group other

WANTS
FOURTH

^an AWS. If so, what about
"fc* representation for Independent men living in fraternity houses? Why not a representative for men-at-large (appointed by the
Dean of Students)?
AWS maintains that they need a representative in order to keep Informed of Senate proceedings. Is Senate a center to disperse Information
via personal messenger a la Mercury to Jupiter?
If anyone on campus wants to know what's going on to Senate meetings, meetings are open to
the public on a "go and see for yourself" basis.
We are thoroughly enjoying the current fight
for Student Senate seats. All we now need Is a
request for representation of the Society For the
Prevention of Disparaging Remarks Being Made
About Blue-Eyed Cats." At the moment, this
group is reported to have no voice to student
government.
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Society Note*

JANET DUNSON

Kappa Delt's newly elected officers are. Lee Randell, president;
Mary Jane MacDougall, vice-president; Katherine Schaller, secretary; Betty Bucher, treasurer;
Lois Middagh, assistant treasurer;
and Jo Pierce, rush chairman.
Two Delta Cimrai who transferred from the BG local chapter
in September have been elected
president of the local chapters at
their new schools.
They are
Marge Madriy who is now attending Cornell Univ. in Ithica, N. Y.,
and Beth Neikirk, attending the
Univ. of Arkansas.
Alpha Xi Deltas entertained Dr.
and Mrs. John Gee at dinner last
Wednesday evening. Dr. Gee is
associate professor ef education.
Dinner guests of the Alpha Gamma Deltas recently were Dr. and
Mrs.
Donald
Bowman,
Miss
Mooney, and Mr. Robert Bashore.
Dr. Bowman is associate professor of physics, Mrs. Bowman and
Miss Mooney are alumnae, and
Mr. Bashore is an instructor in
English.
Mary Lou Lesher, Delta Gamma, returned last week after visiting the annual winter carnival
held at Dartmouth College in Hanover, Mass.
Sigma Rho T*u» held a Valentine dinner on Feb. 14. Guests
were invited. The following evening they spent at the home of
Mrs. McCordock, their sponsor,
where they held their meeting and
afterward watched television.
Other dinner guests last Wednesday evening were Miss Dorothy
Zietz, assistant professor of sociology, entertained by the Alpha
Phis, and Miss Mildred Winkle,
critic teacher at Ridge Junior
High School, guest of the Phi Mu>.
Joyce Cotner, last year's president of Alpha Phi sorority, presented the group with a Valentine
gift, a silver sugar spoon. A piece
of silver is the traditional gift of
their graduates. They also received a gift from Miss Margaret
Robeson, an alumna.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Twyman
were dinner guests of the Delta
Gammas last Wednesday.
Mr.
Twyman is assistant professor of
history.
Since it was rumored that Harry
Truman was coming to Bowling
Green, the ATOi rushed out and
bought a new piano. Harry didn't
show up, but the ATO housemother, Mrs. Lloyd, "tickles the
ivories" while the boys do the
singing.

Tau Omega Saturday, Feb. 18.
Mr. Morris related plans for the
annual Founder's Day Banquet in
Cleveland. Several local ATOm
will attend.
A round of teas are being given
by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity in
order to select the freshman girl
who will be the "Dream Girl of
PiKA." The first tea was held
last Sunday and the next one is
scheduled for Friday evening.
The winning candidate's name will
not be announced, however, until
March 6 at the fraternity's allcampus dance.
Sigma Chi fraternity was visited the weekend before last by the
Ohio Grand Practer, Paul H.
Kaufman, and his wife.
The Pi Theta's are planning to
have an open house next Sunday.
The tentative plan is to invite two
representatives from each sorority.
Weekend guests of Theta Chi
fraternity last week were the
members of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity of the University of Toledo.
Newly elected officers of Zeta
Beta Tau include Jim Kravitz,
pledge master; Al Fisher, steward;
and Ted Nye, social chairman.
A tea was given by the Sigma
Chit Feb. 15th in honor of their
new housemother, Mrs. John
Smith, in order to introduce her

Art Instructor
To Attend Colorado
Bowling Green Art Instructor
Charles Lakofsky will be among
five visiting lecturers at the 1949
summer session of the University
of Colorado's Department of Fine
Arts.
Mr. Lakofsky, who conducted
a pottery seminar at the University of Colorado last summer, is
a graduate of the New York State
College of Ceramics, Alfred University, and has a master of arts
degree from Ohio State. Awards
for pottery were given Lakofsky
by the Cleveland Museum of Art,
and his work was purchased for
the museum collection in 1944-46.

Radio Tryouts

Students interested in trying
out for dramatic radio shows
should report for tryouts tonight
at 7 in the radio studios. Two
shows will be cast at that time,
Province Chief Earl Morris vis- "Two. Gray., 'IPKII "Irow.tideV ••Jid
ited the local chapter "'- 'Alpha "She'll Never Forget."

ALUMNI OF SIGMA BETA PHI
OF T. U.
presents

CLAUDE THORNHILL
MARCH 4
2nd Annual Winter Frolic
at TRIANON BALL ROOM, Toledo
Dancing 9-1 . .'. $1.50 per person
TICKETS ON SALE AT GRINNELL'S
AND AT DOOR

EAT AT

ADAH'S KITCHEN
115 West Merry Ave.
FINE HOiaE COOKED FOODS
STEAKS — CHOPS — FISH

SPECIALS
TUESDAYS—ftalian Spaghetti
WEDNESDAYS—Hungarian Goolash
THURSDAYS—Chow Mein and Chop Suey
Specials also served to take out
CATERING PARTY SERVICE
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Shop at the

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carry out
maintained in connection with

Square Dance fans can proi
nadc this Friday night when i
Square Dance Club, headed
Joe Griffith, sponsors an ail-ca
pus dance in the Women's Blc
from 7 till 11. A disc dam
provided by the social committe
will be held in the'Women's Bid *
from 9-12 p.m. Saturday.

to the housemothers on campus.
Th.t. Chi's traveling secretary,
Dick Miller, and Regional Counseled Bill Berkley, visited the local
chapter last week. This fraternity, incidentally, celebrated its
second anniversary on the BG
campus last Thursday.

Movie attractions include Laui
el and Hardy in "Great Guns" o
Friday and Merle Oberon an,
Charles Korvin in "Temptation"
on Saturday. Theso features wil
be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. in the|
Main Auditorium.

A dinner party will be given by
Zeta Beta Tau this Friday for
their adviser, Henry Rappaport,
and his family. A group of eight
independent women will be entertained at the same party.

A discussion will be held on the
possibility of forming a "Stray
Greek" Club.

Eyas Magazine
Announces Deadline
The deadline of all Eyas articles
for the spring issue is April 1,
1949. Poetry, drama, fiction, essay, and photography arc being
accepted and should be placed as
soon as possible in the Well, English Department, North Dorm, or
given to any staff member.
All BGSU students can write
for Eyas and any number of contributions will be accepted.
Joanne Ueauchamp will replace
Wilberta Gardner as Art Editor of
the Eyas beginning with the
spring issue.

Classiticd Ads
FOR SALE: 1936 Packard ••dan. Good
motor and cheap transportation
White
mde wall tnei in excellent condition. 1110.
See John Rtckerd, Delta Tau Delta, 14923.
FOR SALE: One pair lady's Ice skatei,
one pair men's Ice skates. Both sue 7.
Call Don Drain, 638 South Main St., Bowling Green.
LOST: Class ring — Ashtabula High
School, 1948. Reward. Return to Robert
Moses, 930 Call Wooster or University
Book Store.
FOR SALE: $450 while gold diamond
ring for $295; also 27' trailer with permanent location. Will accepl any reasonable of lor. Phone 12211.
LOST: Shaeffer pen, brown and yellow
stuped. Lost In vicinity of PA and Ad.
Bldgs. Reward.
If found please notify
Heleen Penn, 42 Shattel Hall.

New Shipment
of

THE WRA CARNIVAL dominated I... week1, social calendar.
In the inset Is a weight-tueuini booth.

Clubs Schedule Meetings
BRIDGE CLUB
Bridge Club will meet Monday,
Feb. 21, at 7 p.m. in Studio B,
PA. Bldg. New members are welcome.
CHESS CLUB
Open meeting for all students
interested in joining the Chess
Club tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
Student Room of the Nest.
D.MOLAY
The Bowling Green Chapter of
the Order of DeMolay invites all
college men who arc DcMolays to
attend regular meetings Monday,
Feb. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the DeMolay Hall over Labcy's Sweet
Shop on the third floor.
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
The
International Relations
Club of BGSU has been invited to
participate in the Ohio Valley
Conference of International Relations Clubs on March 17 and 18.
The Conference, which will have
delegates from Ohio, West Virginia, and Kentucky, will be held
at Union College, in Barbourvillc,
Ky.
Hillsdale College, Hillsdale,
Mich., has also extended an invitation to BGSU for April 22, 23.
The occasion for this meeting is
the staging of a model United Nations Assembly. Each school participating in this project will represent a different nation.
Further details of either of
these conferences may be obtained
from Dr. Timm or Dave Weiss.
The next meeting of 1KC will be

held March 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Room of the Nest.
KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi, national honorary for students in the school of
education, will celebrate its tenth
anniversary on May 11, announced Dr. Walter A. Zaugg, adviser.
At a formal dinner in the evening, Dr. William McKinlcy Robinson of Western Michigan College
of Education at Kalamuzoo, Mich,
will give the main address.
Kappa Delta Pi chapters at Toledo University and Heidelberg
College arc invited to attend tho
event.
Also the honorary is planning
its annual Honors Tea to be held
in Studio B of the PA Bldg. April
17. All education students with
a II average are to be invited.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Emil Isaacson will address members of the Lutheran Students Association at the Feb. 27 meeting.
His topic is "The Third Commandment." A recreation period will
follow the supper, which starts
at 0:15 p.m.
MEN'S INDEPENDENT
SOCIETY
The Men's Independent Society
will hold its annual banquet this
evening at C.
More than 20
administrative and organization
heads will attend the dinner in ad-

ELBOW ROOM HAMBURGER
SHOP

Modern Library
Series
Come in and look them

FOOT LONG HOT DOGS, 20c
Also, try our delicious Chili, 20c
and
Heinz Soup, only 15c

over

Kiger's Drug

OPEN MON., THURS., 11 a.m.—12p.m.
OPEN FRI., SAT., 11 a.m.—1 a.m.
OPEN SUNDAY, 4:30 p.m.—12 p.m.

Store

112 West Wooster Street

RCA VICTOR
presents
a new album
Perfume Set to Music
Music by Harry Revel

Toujours Moi
Fame
Jet
Tzigane
L'Ardente
Possession

dition to the five club advisers.
The first banquet has been
planned as n means of introducing
the neophyte campus organization
into campus activities.
Another "independent" from
campus, Betty Mishler, will sing
as part of the evening's entertainment; other acts have been
planned to round out the program.
The first club smoker was held
en February 22 with more than 20
prospective members attending.
The first pledge group will be taken into tho organization early in
March, with a second group to follow sometime in April.
The
method of choosing candidates
from among those who registered
for membership during registration week hns not, as yet, been determined.
NEWMAN CLUB
Newman Club Retreat will be
held Feb. 26-27 with Father
Payne of Detroit as speaker. The
schedule for the Retreat is as follows:
4:16
7:30

Friday, Feb. 25
Conference
Conference and Benedicdiction
Saturday, Feb. 26

9:00 Mass and Breakfast
10:00 Conference
11:30 Meditation
2:00 Conference
2:45 Station! of the Cross
3:15 to 4:30 Confessions
7:30 Holy Hour followed by
Confessions
(Tarn To Paia 4)

Take your car to your
dependable Hudson
dealer.
Carnicom-Dotts

rtAWPUK£ fW SAVS--

,

ADAH'S KITCHEN
Large assortment of Quality Delicatessen Food* and
Liquid Rtfrtthmtntt

Faculty Bridge Club will meetl
in the Commons at 8 p.m. Friday.!
Tho committee includes Mrs. J.',
W. Jordan, chairman; Mrs. Giles
Floyd; Mrs. Lloyd Helms; and
Mrs. Allen Wiley. Special refreshments will he served.

"Stray Greek" Club
Meets Tomorrow
All fraternity men whose national social fraternity is not
represented on this campus are invited to attend a meeting tomorrow in the Faculty Room of the
Nest at 7:80 p.m.

Square Dane
To Be Friday

THE LION STORE APPLIANCE

Says Marmaduke Moth
'Listen, Mister,
Let me tell you
'bout my sister—
She flew to dine
On clothei last night
That held Monite
—She's dead, alrightl"

• QU

* * •
Club News
• * *

Artists Series
Gets Poll Rating

(Continued From Page 3)

7 John R.dabaufb

by
nils-.
'*»
e,

I

The Artists Series has been of
najor importance on campus the
in.-l few weeks, HO from this
romes the weekly quest in, "What
is your opinion of the Artists Series?"
"I believe it's
the best type of
assembly program for college
students," stated
Donald
Courtney, a senior from Little
Falls, N. Y.
"The varied
programs that
Donald Courtney are presented,"
he said, "bring
prominent personalities, in various
lields, directly to us and indoctrin.tcs the students to tbe type of
nrogram that will attract them in
'uture years."
Another outof-state student, *5
Marge Dickin- j
son, a senior I
whose home
Saginaw, Mich., I
said, "I think I
it's fine, we I
should have I
more of them. I
It gives the
students S|Maria Dickinaon
chance to see
great artists that they ordinarily
would not be able to sec."
William
North, a second,
year man from
Convoy, was
also in favor of
the idea, but he
said, "There
should be more
publicity covering when the
programs will
be given, what
William North
they
will
be
about, and more background
should be given on the speakers."
Deeply im-1
pressed by the
Series w a s|
- o p h o m o re
thyllis M. AlI e n , whose
ill "

ITM'

I own

Dearborn, Mich.
It is my opin• fan," she said,
"that a student
i> r o a d ens his Phyllis M. Allan
outlook by attending the programs, and it is
because of this a person can feel

Alexander Recital
To Be March 11

that he is truly getting a liberal
education."
A. H. Knoblach, a junior
from New Rochelle, N. Y„
declared, "The
instance the
modern
dance
exhi b i t i o n
would have
been appreciated more had
the main body
A. H. Knoblach of students attending It understood the theme."
"I do believe," he added, "that an
event such as the Vandercook lecture is appreciated more as the
subject is understood and of more
interest to the student body."

Book Sales Total
$745 For A PHi O
A total of $745 has been paid to
students as a result of a recent
sale of their books at Alpha Phi
Omega's used book store.
A Phi O conducted the store for
students between semesters as a
service to the campus.. The aim
was to let each student receiVe
his own price for his used books.
Profit gained by the service fraternity in the operation of the
store will be used to further other
services of benefit to the student
body.
A project now being conducted
is the coat check at dances to
raise funds for establishing two
needy student scholarships.

Dr. Litherlcmd
To Visit St. Louis
Dr. Ilerschel I.itherland, dean
of the College of Education, will
go to St. Louis tomorrow to attend
a meeting of the National Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.
Problems to be considered at
.the 5-day conference include accreditation standards for member
institutions and laboratory experiences in connection with professional education courses and student teaching.

Ohiocms Can Get
Jobs Through BUC

NEWMAN CLUB
Sunday, Fab. 27
9:00 Mass and Conference in
Parish Hall
1:45 Closing Exercise
The Newman Club Marriage
Forum for all women students
will begin on Sunday, Feb. 27.
Register now in the Newman Club
Office.
PI OMEGA PI
There will be a special meeting
of PI Omega Pi tonight at 7 p.m.
in 301PA.
PRESS CLUB
A joint social-business meeting
of the Press Club is scheduled for
7 p.m. tomorrow. Don Cunningham will be guest speaker on
"Public Relations in Sports." He
is the publicity chairman of the
Sports Department at the University.
Meeting place will be announced on the blackboard of
316A according to Pres. T. J.
Loomis.
.
Freshman students are eligible
to join this semester and they are
invited to the meeting. Refreshments will be served.
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Student Christian Fellowship
members will observe Church
Night in local churches Sunday
evening. The various congregations will provide a luncheon for
those attending.
Episcopalians are meeting in
the Women's Club. Members of
the Congregational and the Evangelical and Reformed Churches
will meet In the Student Room of
the Nest.
Students who wish to attend
one of the gatherings and have
not received an invitation are
urged to sign up in the SCF office.
At 4 p.m. today, Chapel Service
will be held in the Main Auditorium with Dick Becker in charge.
The campus service group will
meet at 100A tonight. The Drama Group meeting will be held in
the Radio Studio at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 24, a new interest group on Christian Reliefs will
meet in 115A at (1:45 p.m. John
Compton is student chairman of
this group. Dr. Tom Tuttlc will
address the group on "My Idea of
Christ."
SQUARE AND COMPASS
Second meeting of the month
of all Free and Accepted Masons
will be held tomorrow, Feb. 21, at
7:30 p.m. in 106A.
SQUARE DANCE CLUB
Promenadcr's Square Dance

BAKED GOODS
call

Ross Bakery
Phone 7811

Wunsaponatime there was an Independent. With a yen for a pin
he went "Greek."

Our Man Thursday

But it wasn't quite that easy.
He no longer had time to worry
about mundane affairs as flunking
journalism 211, Kremlin Gremlins,
dandruff, the date of Waterloo, the
date with Ema Lou, pink tooth
brush, and the A-Bomb.
He must now use the gray
matter for other matters—engineering weird schemes to make the
probable impossible possible . . .
snitch cannon balls in the dead of
night . . . wee-hour hitch-hiking
to the Smokies (and not to view
the, view) . . . exploring, the hard
way, the mucky bottom of Powell's Pond (that is, a la unpremeditated dives via prospective
brothers").
Oh, to be a pledge.—it's great!
—Just ask some of the dozens of
pledges on campus today. Chances
are you'll find one easily.
Hell be wearing a colorful little
refugee from the Mardi Gras.
Perchance burlap underwear or
an odd pair of shoes.
Such are the facts of the life of
those who survive one of the college's oldest traditions—the pledge
period.
Club will be held Thursday night,
Feb. 24, from 7 to 9 in the Rec
Hall. Anyone interested in square
dancing is invited to attend,
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
IQU, A REGULAR FEATURE on this page, recently lurpriaad
aditor. by ita popularity shown in a readership survey conducted by
Prof. Clyde Parker'* pre., management cla.s.
Shown above is John Radabaugh gathering material (he does it
every Thursday) for hit column, rated second most popular in the entire
>aper.

Unitarian Fellowship will meet
this coming Sunday, Feb. 20, at
7:30 p.m. in Studio B of the PA
Bldg. Since Feb. 20-26 has been
proclaimed National Brotherhood
Week the group has decided to
hold an open discussion on the
subject, "The Roots of Prejudice."

STUDENT COURT

Dr. Samuel H. Lowric, chairman
of the Sociology Dept. will lead
the discussion at the close of
which refreshments will be served.
Everyone interested in this subject is cordially invited to attend
the meeting.

Two persons were found guilty
of traffic violations at a student
Court meeting last Wednesday
and parking areas behind the Ad
Bldg. were checked by Court members.

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT
Drop in and notice the reduction in prices.
Enjoy fine food prepared in an appetizing
manner . . . Get the best in light snacks or full
course dinners.

PHOTOS

Household
Appliances

*£»/«aF

WmitCtut IJflHb
G&MDrug

Typewriters

Repaired,

Office Typewriters, Of-

for

fice Supplies and Equip-

RADIO REPAIR

ment,

Offset Printing.

and
New Radio Sett

'

la minutes you ict ■ halo of softl
rinflsU or loose, nstural-looking
waveaandcuTltwith MINI"
CURL.Thiientirely new principle
o* curling hair 11 it caay as combine your hair—
but wavasandcurUSTAY INI Mimt Curl conditions hair-leave* it gloaty and full of hlfhilihui Safa for unnt hair aa wrll aa roarae, dy*d o*
alaachad Laboratory Tatted and Approved.
a

We also demonstrate Television receivers in Fraternity
and Sorority Houses without
putting the party to any
obligation.

A Smith-Corona
can take itl
Not that we recommend massaging
our baby with a hammer, but, boaaatly. you'd hardly believe some oi
the stories oi Smith Coronal durability that have come out ol the
war. We do. ol course, but then
we're prejudiced. So are most owners — lavorably.

Econ-O-Print
West Oak Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
PHONE 4061

PUTS' and PAT'S
When You Are Hungry!

at the

THE BEST HAMBURGERS AI"jp COFFEE IN
TOWN

PHOTO

I

SHOP
Isalys is below
me

Pie
Pop

Q*£

'-* ~v

Feb. 25-26

In Cinecolor
GENE AUTRY
DAM

Blondies Secret
Sunday, Tuesday
Feb. 27-28, Mar. 1

Command
Decision
with Clark Gable, Walter
Pidgeon, Van Johnson, Brian
Donlevy

Wed., Thu.

Mar 2-3

OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 2 DAYS

Unfaithfully
Yours
with
Rex Harrison
Linda Darnell

LYRIC %
C'mon Up To Our Hole In The Wall

stop

l

Open 12:45 Daily

Try
FOR APPLICATION

^M

Strawberry Roan

WAVES HAIR
NO MACHINIIT NO WAITWtO
NOT A WAV I III
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Fri., Sat.

Ohioans who wish to check on
job opportunities in any one of
William D. Alexander, assistant the other forty-seven states or in
professor of music, will present the U. S. territories may do so by
his third annual violin recital on contacting the nearest local office
Friday, March 11, in the Main of the Bureau of UnMintymcii'
Compen.«t»*i Frank J. Collopy,
Auditorium. Ho will play selections by Bach, Beethoven, Glazou- BUC administrator, said today.
nov, Des Planet-Nachez, GoH—hl -iTIilf «<T —"'- llflaud.
TUwSAFEeaywavCURLSand

For the best in

Ode To Be A Pledge

Also
Cake
Ice Cream
Candy
Cigarettes
Service With a Smile

Open 2:15 Sat.

Fri., Sat.
You'll Find The Trip Profitable

Feb. 25-26

Arkansas Swing

SNAPPY SPORTSWEAR

with
The Huosier Hotshots
Sun., Mon. Feb. 27-28

priced right

Open 2:18 Sun.

• • •

The Campus Men's Shop
"The Store For Young Men And
Men Who Want To Stay Young"
Near post office

Trouble Makers
with
Leo Gorcey and Bowery Boys

Tue., Thu. March 1-3

Summer Holiday
with
Mickey Rooney, Gloria DeHaven
Also

Bringing Up
Baby

'
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WiUtUie Qcdconl
By Tom Loomla
STUDENTS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY
Tonight's game in the Field House at the University of Toledo
and next Tuesday's encounter at the Sports Arena are more than
iust basketball games for TU and Bowling Green. Last year the
old rivalry was resumed over the protest that students of the two
institutions could not mix company at a sports event.
The program went off smoothly with both groups cooperating
fully. There were no fights or other untimely displays that might
have prevented additional meetings of the rival cage squads.
Now we must again prove that we can successfully maintain
a rabid but friendly sports rivalry. Certainly the advantages in
doing this are apparent.
Bowling Green fans, with few exceptions, have maintained an
excellent attitude toward all opponents and are to be commended
for the fine iob of public relations work they have done for their
university, their team, and themselves.
TU HAS HAD TROUBLES
We are fortunate on this score in that the college is located in
a small town. TU draws a large percentage of its audiences from
all over the city, whereas Bee Gee home game crowds are comprised primarily of students. Several unhappy occurances this
year have put TU in a bad light.
The near riot at the Michigan game may have severed all
Big Ten relations. On the nights of the double headers with
Loyola and Valparaiso the Bee Gee quintet was constantly jeered
by supporters of the neighboring school.
Much of this probably was the doings of non-students. However, since this is our chance to insure putting these games on a
regular basis, the students of the two universities must go out of
the way to see that an adult behavior and sportsmanlike attitude
is maintained.
HATS OFF TO THE MERMAIDS
Congratulations are in order for Miss Dorothy Luedtke and the
women's varsity swimming team that seems to be paving the way
toward regular Intercollegiate competition for the female element.
Ohio colleges have been exceptionally backward along these
lines in the past and there has been no exception here. The only
athletics that the Bowling Green women have had are of the intramural variety.
Such things as telegraphic archery tournaments, alumni
hockey games, field days, and infrequent Swan Club exhibitions
are hardly enough to create any interest among the student body
in general. Let's hope that the new policy is continued in all
sports. The girls' program of any college should share a major
portion of the athletics enjoyed by both spectators and participants.

COULD THIS BE V011 e

Falcons At T. U- Tonight
Loyola Invades Saturday
Kerris And Mates
Attack Bee Gee
Win Streak
Bowling Green's 62 game home
winning streak goes on the block
this Saturday evening when the
Falcons play host to Loyola of
Chicago.
Having defeated Bee
Gee twice this year, the Chicagoans will be out to anap the home
game streak and the cagers' current winning string.
In their first meeting this year,
Loyola edged out the Falcons in a
65-63 overtime tilt. Jack Kerris
made 24 points as all three Falcon centers left the game via the
foul route.
In the second game, played New
Year's Eve at Chicago, Bee Gee
fell victim to its worst off night of
the year, losing 60-38. Ed Earle
garnered 17 points for the winners.
Loyola boasts an 18-4 record.
Numbered among those defeated
are Wisconsin, DePaul, Purdue,
St. Johns, Toledo, and Villanova.
Their four losses were to Toledo,
44-46; Holy Cross, 68-69; Duquesne, in a 61-52 overtime; and
DoPuul, 46-55.
Currently they boast one of the
top teams in the country and are
being prominently mentioned for a
post-season tourney bid.
The
game Saturday might well decide
who will go as representative of
the mid-west.
Student tickets are on sale today at the Athletic Office in Men's
Gym. A capacity crowd is expected to be in attendance Saturday.
Previously this season tickets
have been sold out at noon on the
first day of sale.

By Jack James

Despite persistent rumors to the
contrary being circulated by a
couple of Toledo newspapers,
there will be a basketball game between Bowling Green and the University of Toledo at the field
house tonight.
Coach Jerry Bush of the Rockets mado the rounds at the university hospital and managed to find
five cagers who can still walk and
has gallnntly agreed to go through
with the contest.
Without a doubt the loss of men
like Charlie Harmon, Dal Zuber,
Eddie LeRoy, and others has hurt
the Rockets but they still possess
a very tough ball club. They gave
notice to the fact that they are no
pushover Saturday night by defeating Xavier 64-60.
Bowling
Green was barely able to eke out
a three point home court victory
over the same team.

Swimming Squad Loses
To Big Time Opponents

| -BOWLING-- |

I'iKA respectively.
In other
matches the Delts dropped three
points to Thi-ta Chi while Pi Theta
captured four from the Sig Chis.
The Fraternity League will be
inactive next Friday due to the
City League Tournament. There
are only two more weeks remaining on the bowling schedule for
this year.
The standings:
Turn

I'll.

SAE
'4
Kappa Sigma
50
49
Sigma Nu
...81
PI Th»!,i
29
PiKA
.25
Sigma Chi
Delta Tau D.lta
Phi Dalla ..

WOB
40
37
37
23
21
18
20
17

Lost

AY.

8
11
11
28
27
30
28
31

782
790
773
728
718
723
721
710

HUT

(All varieties)

Hot Dogs
Pop Corn
Candy

Open 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS
— en fisted or commissioned
WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
— enlisted or commissioned
ARMY NURSE CORPS

TU Racord Confusing

Despite three record breaking performances, Coach Sam
Cooper's Bowling Green mermen dropped both ends of an
unusual double dual swimming meet last Saturday. The other
teams in the meet were Michigan State, which defeated Bee
Gee by a score of 64-20, and Iowa State, which won by a 54-27
count
_^-,
Howling Green made its best
showing of the season, but it
wasn't enough to top their opponent*, both of whom arc listed
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Nu
gained on
the
league-leading among the better teams in the naSAEs this week as SAE dropped
tion. All of the races were close
two points to last-place ATO. The and the scores do not tell the true
Kappa Sigs and Sigma Nus took
four points from Phi Delta and story of the meet.

Treat yourself to our
Hamburgers
Sandwiches

... proudly wearing the uniform of in officer in the
Army Nurse Corps. Acquiring valuable experience —
that will put you «t the top of your profession. Giving
of your best —iu the most vital work ever opened to
women. Benefiting from the skill... the knowledge of
your oo-workers in the Army Medical Corps. Filling
your life with stimulating experiences. Making your
future secure.
;.. This COULD be you ... when you become a graduate, registered nurse. As either a Regular or Reserve
officer in the Army Nurse Corps, you have the opportunity of naming your preference for duty with the
U. S. Army or the U. S. Air Force. You can travel, if
yoa wish. You reeeive uniform and living allowances,
as well as your regular pay. Promotion and yearly vacation with pay are assured.
.. Yea, you could be, you CAN be, one of the favored
group whose knowledge is appreciated, respected ...
aa you serve your country, humanity ... ana yourself.
Write today, for particulars, to the Surgeon General,
Pentagon Building, Washington 25, D. C. If you are
not already a Registered nurse—see your Dean of
Nursing Education.
Check these distinguished careers with your advisor
or college placement officer.

Falcons Fear Upset
As Rockets Bemoan
Scaricty Of Men

Special • College
Rates

4^M4.
S3.40 vnrftr the
20«-«-«»py n«w».'•"•t

pilft —

11.50 wnd.r Ik*
rofltjler l-y««r
•whicriptlon price

New Bowling Green varsity
records were established by Fred
Kline in the 440 yd. freestyle;
Harry Shearer in the 220 yd. freestyle; and the 440 yd. freestyle
relay team composed of Fred Heffner, Shearer, Chuck Woodfill, and
William Van Allman.
Kline's time of 6:19.7 seconds
bettered the old Bee Gee mark of
6:10.9, whoch was good for second place in this particular race.
Shearer's new record was likewise good for second place in his
race as he lowered the Bee Gee
time from 2:22.0 to 2:20.3.
In the relay the Falcon swimmers smashed the old record of
3:45.7, posting a second place
time of 3:40.8.
Bob Ruth took second place in
the diving competition.
Bowling Green State University
holds the unique distinction of being the only non-New England
team to appear in each of the
Boston Garden's five seasons of
collegiate cage doubleheaders.

To dato the Rockets have a
record of 12 wins in 22 outings
ami would like nothing better than
making the Falcons number 13.
They hold victories over Loyola of
Chicago, who has beaten Bee Gee
twice, and Baldwin-Wallace, a
team that trounced the Falcons in
the Cleveland Arena.
Bowling Green followers can
rest assured that Coach Bush,
who nearly upset the npplc cart
last year with his stalling type of
game, has more up his sleeve than
a bony elbow. The veteran pro
player has collected quite a bag of
tricks in his years of basketball
mill he'll be digging deep for
something to stop tho Falcon fast
break.
With the loss of Zuber, last
year's scoring lender, through ineligibility, the point making burden has fallen upon the shoulders
of Cal Christenscn and Lennie
Rhoades.
Both pack a lot of
weight on 6'4" antennns and can
give Share and Ottcn n lot of
trouble under the boards.
Falcons Rated High
The Falcons jumped to one of
their highest nation wide ratings
of the year last week as they were
placed fifth by Dunkel. To stay in
the first ten and be considered as
contenders for a Garden bid they
will undoubtedly have to win the
remainder of their games. With
eyes centered on Saturduy night's
contest with Loyola the Rockets
could come through with an upset.
Tonight's tilt will not be the
Peace Pipe game. The two quintets will vie for the trophy in the
Falcons' home game in th» Sports
Arena next Tuesday.
Student tickets at $1.25 are still
available for tonight's contest.
There are also about 1,000 seats
remaining for the Bee Gee "home"
game with TU in tho Sports Arena
next Tuesday. Tickets for that
game are .10 if an Ac Card is presented.

WOOD CO. HEATING
ENTERPRISE PAINTS
245 North Main
PHONE 9471

whan you subscribe
through ut at tho Spe-*- A.
olol College Rate of only *5.00

This Week's Specid
HAM SANDWICH
S3 45 wnd.» the
20<-a-«op» newt■teect price f I 15 vneV the
rvflwler l-yeer
Mtetcriptften price

whin you subscribe
through ui crt lha Spa-. . __
clol College Rat* of only >4.# 3

— os commission—t

with pickle and potato chips
• We Cater to
LARGE PARTIES
and

ARMY NURSES WITH THE AIR FORCE
— as commissioned

BANQUETS

WOMEN'S MEDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS
— •» commissioned

IL 1 AIMY AND U. S. MR FORd
KMJITIN6 SERVICE

•snawr-ay MUaa ■<»—fa -.. •>
aswatNrwhi, »wa

University
Book Store

at th*

UNIVERSITY CLUB

Cagers Cop 10th Straight;
O.U., Dayton Come Close
Bowling Green's red hot Falcons won their 17th and 18th
games of the year over the weekend in downing Ohio University, 77-68, and Dayton, 56-38. For the Andersonmen it was
the ninth and tenth victories in a row.
The Falcons are now ranked ninth in the country by Associated Press and fifth in the nation by the Dunkel Rating System. They loud the Midwest
offensive average and are fourth
in the United States In this category.
Friday Ohio held the favorites
down in the first half and led 3632 at the midway point. Mac Ottiii, Chuck Share, and Peanuts
Long sparked a third period drive
that started lice Gee on the way
to a romp.
Coach Harold Anderson had
started a quintet of Bob Green,
Red Speicher, Stan Weber, Fritz
Plinke, and Gene Dudley, but had
to use his first string after the
first quarter.
Share was high
scorer with 23 points, and Weber
and Long followed with In. Dick
Johnson umd Bill Dickey each
■cored 1'.' for the Bobcats.
Saturday the Falcons moved on
to Dayton's small floor and after
another close first half wore down
the opposition to win going away.
Share collected 17 markers before
fouling out, Often hit for 11, and
Weber again reached the 10 mark.

Action Continues
In Independent
Intramural Loop
The Bluck Hats' explosive 81-31
victory over the Sport Boys featured independent basketball play
last Tuesday. Don Hartrip poured
in 24 points while Kill Club added
l'J to the staggering winning total.
The Roughnecks detoured the
Highwaymen, G.'I-.'M, as Bob
Schnelkcr and Jim Thedieck contributed 111 and 17 tallies to the
attack.
Other Tuesday results were:
Owls 30, Stadium Club 27, Norm
1 .HI(ini/ii getting 13j Sharpies 37,
Rockets 25, Ed Wagner leading
the winners with 11; Hut I. 35,
I'II in inn (.. i- 111, Harold Kitchen's
14 points on top; Bucket Brigade
88, Jay Elf IK; Rasputniks 38,
Wildmen 14; and Shuler's Trojans 25, I'si Omega 15.
Thursday's contests were lower
scoring but closer frays.
The
Buccateers just shaded the Never
Was, 20-19.
Garrett's 13 tallies
led the IAB's to a close 33-30 win
over the I'U's. The Merry Street
Ramblers were awarded a 2-0 forfeit against the Wildmen.
Remaining scores were Highwaymen 26, Evcr's Eagles 14; Bee
Wingers 23, Owls 8; Rockets 21,
Packers 13; Virtuous Five 34,
Commuters 28; and Jay Els 22,
Six Horsemen 12.

Mac Otten Ends
Bee Gee Career
This Month
By John SchwalUr
Mac Otten, the second of the
famous Bcllefontaine, Ohio, brothers to star in the basketball world
as a representative for Bowling
Green, is heading down the homestretch of his glorious collegiate
career as the famed Falcons head
into the final month of this season's basketball schedule.
Mac, the 6'6" little brother of
All-American Don, 6'11", has
twice been voted the most valuable Bowling Green player, although he has been overshadowed
as first string center by G'll"
Charles Share. Being fully aware
of Mac's abilities, however, Coach
Harold Anderson wisely uses the
likeable giant at forward when
Share assumes the pivot.
Muc broke into the Bowling
Green lineup alongside his brother on the 1043-44 squad before
joining the Navy. In his first full
season, 1040-47, Mac received his
initial honor leading the school's
scoring parade with 276.
He
again received the plaudits of his
teammates after last winter's
Madison Square Garden Invitational tournament, when he was
second in team scoring with 288.
As a defensive center Otten
has few equals. A hard man to
fake, he consistently keeps opposing centers low in the scoring column. His being a supermun insnnring rebounds is another reason Anderson feels secure with
Otten in the game M much as possible.
One of the prime attributes of
a basketball player is coolness under fire, and the towering center
proved himself along these lines
when he set the Madison Square
Garden foul shooting record with
15 successful uttempts of 17 as
the Falcons won over City College
last year.
He has also proven himself under the stillest competition and
many tournaments the Falcons
have participated in. Otten has
twico been named All-Ohio and
has also been selected to the AllBoston Garden team.

BEE GEE NEWS
Sports

Double Feature Women Lose
Grunt And Groan Swim Meet To
Show Planned
Michigan State
Bowling Green sports fans will
be treated to a double feature this
Saturday as the Falcon wrestling
team will entertain the grunt and
groan specialists of the Navy Pier
Branch of the University of Illinois. This affair will be a preliminary to the Bowling Green-Loyolu
basketball clash. Little is known
about the Chicagoans but Coach
Bob Leiman expects his squad to
be in top shape as they go after
the season's fourth victory. The
doors will open at 6 p.m.
Last Wednesday the grapplers
bowed 18-6 to a strong Kent State
University squad. The loss was
BG's fourth. KSU now has I senson record of five wins and one
loss.
Ray Florian and Anlone Benito
were the sole pointmnkers for
Bowling Green. Florian (175 1b.)
decisioned Joe Klostermnn and
Benito (121 lb.) gut the nod over
Tom Hanson in a bout which was
very closely contested.
Gil Montague (127 lb.), Ralph
Wilson (136 lb.I, John Milkovich
(160 lb.), and Gil Dubray (165
lb.) , all former state high school
champs, won decisions from Jack
Morimitsu, Captain Cnrmcl Benito, Merle Shade, and Bob Rehark
of BG. Milkovich, Kent captain,
has not lost in a dual meet In three
years.
Mike Slepeeky, a 145 pounder
who is ranked second in the
NCAA, decisioned Bob demons
of BG. Jack Woodland of the Falcons, previously undefeated in the
unlimited class, lost to Joe Kotys.
This meet was the first in more
than two years in which no Kent
State matmnn won his match by a
fall.

WHITEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
All Types of:
Sandwiches, Soft Drinks, Milk Shakes, Coffee

frgjdtr HAMUIN!

HAMBLIN CLEANERS
524 East Wooeter Street
Your Quality Cleantrt

Wednoadoy. February 23. 1949
Paq* 6

Phone 14673

"In By 10:00 a.m., Out By 5:00 p.m.
By Request"
Ccrylf- 1M9. laair • Mm.

The Falconettes from Bowling
Green bowed to the powerful
Spar-tonettes from Michigan State
College, 62 to 22, in a dual swimming meet at East Lansing, Mich,
Saturday.
However, the Falcon coeds, who
are coached by Miss Dorothy Luedtke, left a more favorable impression than the lopsided score
indicates.
They garnered four
seconds against a team that usually dominates the first and second
place blanks on the score sheets.
Joan Wickes, sophomore from
Cleveland, led the Bee Gee swimmers by registering a couple of
second place finishes. She copped
seconds in the .'lO-yard-lmnsi
stroke and in the !)0-yard-individual medley.
The Bowling Green mermaids
failed to come in first on any
match. One of the chances for
first place honors was lost when
Nancy Kompart was unable to
make the trip.
Other second place laurels went
to Joan Culbertson, in the 30yurd-back strokes and to Polly
Moeller, who was runner up in the
60-yard free style.
Arrangements are being made
for a home meet for the coeds
from Bee Gee to satisfy the desire
of the students who have shown
interests of seeing them.
Ohio
Wcsleyan will be the probable opponent and the date will be announced later.

Wrestlers Face
Findlay On Road
Next Tuesday the Falcons travel to Findlay to grapple the Oilers
of Findlay College.
Bowling
Green has previously defeated
Findlay.

Fraternity Intramural Handball
Fraternity intramural handball
got under way last Wednesday
with Pi Theta, Gamma Theta Nu
and Zeta Beta Tau taking their
matches.
Gamma Theta Nu took one
singles and the doubles to beat
SAE 4-2.
In the next match
Zeta Beta Tau lost their first singles, but bounced back to take second singles and doubles from Chi
Alpha to win 4-2.

Another 4-2 score was posted
by Pi Theta. They took the first
singles and doubles from PiKA,
but lost second singles.
Two matches were played Thursday night with Kappa Sigma taking all events to shut-out Sigma
Nu 6-0. In the other match of the
evening, Phi Delta defeated Theta
Chi 4-2, taking second singles and
doubles and dropping the first
singles.

GALLA-RIN1
World's Foremost Concert Accordionist
In Person

Wed. Eve, March 9th ... 8 p.m.
Senior High Auditorium
Tickets at Centre Drugs
DELOYD HAGERTY

—

DALE HUFFMAN

"THE WELL"

Adults $1.00

Students $1.00
TIIJT

Inclitdtd

Try a
Hot Dog 10c
tender and juicy from our new steamer roll

BAR-B-QUE LUNCH
116 West Wooster Street

